
Lady	Mountain	•	Zion	National	Park	
 
Rating: 5.5ish, Grad III. A scrambling, rugged, strenuous hike with lots of 4th class 

terrain.   
Season: Year-round, though snow & ice can increase difficulty and danger in winter. 

Very hot in the summer. Most of the hike is in full sun. 
Length: 2 rugged miles (2.5km) each way  
Time: 6-10 hours 
Access: Starts and finishes at Zion Lodge Trailhead 
Permit: NO.  
Essentials: 100’ of ropes, harnesses, and a few cams/small rack for short climbing 

pitches. Sturdy hiking shoes, ample water, and food for a full day hike. 
Cold Protection: None required. 
Drinking Water: None. Bring plenty. 
Skills Required: Navigation, two short climbing sections, with difficulty up to about 5.5, plus 

several less-exposed 4th and easy 5th class spots.  
 

WGS84 UTM 12S Waypoints: 
Base of initial chimney: 326152mE  -  4124750mN  
 
APPROACH: The approach to Lady Mountain uses the now-closed middle-emerald pool trail. A 
landslide messed this trail up about 2010, and it is unlikely to be repaired anytime soon. 
 
From Zion Lodge, cross the river on the bridge and turn left, then right onto the closed Emerald 
Pool trail as it climbs 200' through the landslide section to the bench above, then heads north. 
Follow the trail about 1/2 mile to the "The Canyon Grows Wider" sign, then 40 feet past the sign. 
A bit of a trail leads upward several hundred feet to the base of the cliffband above, at a blocky 
chimney that offers easy passage through the cliffband. 
 
Climb the chimney. Just above, a Steep (chipped) Steps section is made easier by handholds in a 
crack. Then follow the trail up and (generally) to the left. The route is intricate, but well-marked, 
with cut steps in many places and painted arrows in others. There are a few spots where the trail 
is not clear - DO NOT IMPROVISE, find and follow the trail. 
 
Further along, a somewhat trickier obstacle has balancy climbing on eroded steps. This part may 
require passing packs up, or pulling them up on a rope. After about an hour, the first climbing 
crux is reached where many people belay. Step across a void into a short, steep chimney. There is 
a modern bolt for belaying at the bottom, and a stout iron eyebolt at the top for rapping off. A 
finger-size cam or two might be useful. 
 
Continue upward. The trail wanders left, then up, then traverses a long way left at the base of 
slabs to a shrubby section that allows ascent. Climb dirt up to the second fifth class section. 
 
The second belayed section is kind of sneaky, as it doesn't look too hard from below. Tis not too 
exposed, but the slope below it is steep dirt and makes a poor landing, and the moves are 
awkward. A handcrack and right facing corner lead to horizontal ledges. Look for hidden holds. 



There is a single modern bolt to belay from at the top. A 1-1/2" cam might prove useful. 
 
The route continues upward, now working right following ledges and ramps into the upper gully. 
The route is more difficult to follow as it approaches the ridge, perhaps because people go several 
different ways. Find a reasonable way up to crest of the sharp ridge. Follow the ridge right to the 
summit of Lady Mountain. 

EXIT:  Return the way you came. There is usually a cairn marking the best route down from the 
crest of the ridge. 

 

 


